Enterprise Risk Management Project – C419

Overview
You will take on the role of a consulting risk manager for the Phoenix VA Health Care System (PVHCS) to address the Office of Inspector General’s report. You begin by identifying and analyzing risk issues embedded within a real-world scenario. You will use enterprise risk management (ERM) concepts to create and define implementation strategies for an ERM plan to mitigate and manage the risks identified. Finally, you will recommend a new system model.

Competencies
The graduate assesses operational, ethical, regulatory, legal, and financial factors in healthcare that manage, mitigate, exacerbate, and shift risk.

Enterprise Risk Management

Learning
Getting Started
Welcome to Enterprise Risk Management Project! This course will assess your competency by having you complete a performance assessment where you develop a proposal to improve the Phoenix VA Healthcare System. To help you track your progress in the course, view the Pacing Guide located in the Course Information section. To get started, click “Go to Course Materials.” This course encompasses four assignment topics: Analyzing the PVHCS, Analyzing the VHA Medical Homes, Interim ERM Response to the OIG Violations, and New System Challenge. In each assignment topic, you’ll explore the Discover Section, complete the Engage activities, and finish the project worksheet. Each assignment is designed to build a final evaluation report. There is also a Leadership Development component in the Project section. The completion of the Leadership Development activities will help you develop as a leader and a professional.

Assessments
Performance Assessment: Enterprise Risk Management Project
Status: Not Attempted
Code: GHP1
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